
CANVAS 4.1 › BUSINESS & TECHNICAL UNCERTAINTY
Describe uncertainties related to your proposition.

UNCERTAINTY ASSESSMENT
Assess the level of uncertainty of hypothesis  
and questions related to your proposition.

WRITE YOUR FIVE* MOST CRITICAL BUSINESS  
HYPOTHESES OR QUESTIONS

WRITE YOUR FIVE* MOST CRITICAL TECHNICAL  
HYPOTHESES OR QUESTIONS

 

*  This number is indicative. You can have more than five hypotheses and  
questions related to your uncertainties. Please aim to reveal the most critical ones. 

My whole proposition  
collapses

3I can easily adapt  
my proposition

1

I need to seriously  
modify my proposition

2No impact on  
my proposition

0
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CANVAS 4.2 › BUSINESS & TECHNICAL UNCERTAINTY
Please use the guiding questions and examples below to help you work on identifying uncertainties.

UNCERTAINTY ASSESSMENT
Assess the level of uncertainty of hypothesis  
and questions related to your proposition.

WRITE YOUR FIVE* MOST CRITICAL BUSINESS  
HYPOTHESES OR QUESTIONS

Think of a value-related hypothesis:  
Which value does your proposition create for the end user?  
To your client? Your company? A third party? Which problems will it solve?

Think of usage-related hypothesis:  
How is it used? What are the main steps?

Think of business model-related hypothesis: 
Who are you selling your solution to? How do you sell your solution? Is it economically 
viable? How will this solution be distributed? How will you organise the supply chain?

Autonomous car example:  
Hypothesis: I believe that people interested in autonomous  
cars are willing to pay a $15 a day monthly fee to rent one.

Autonomous car example:  
Question: What will be the main activities of drivers in the autonomous cars?

WRITE YOUR FIVE* MOST CRITICAL TECHNICAL  
HYPOTHESES OR QUESTIONS

Think of technology-related hypothesis:  
What are the underlying technological principles of your proposition?  
Are there any technical solutions already available on the market?  
By whom? How does your proposition work? 

Think of technology-related hypothesis:  
What are the skills required to develop this proposition? Do we have the skills 
internally to develop this proposition? How you can industrialise your proposition? 

Autonomous car example:  
Hypothesis: I believe that AI is a technology mature  
enough to enable cars to completely control their trajectory.

Autonomous car example:  
Question: I don’t know how to integrate  
the AI technology into my current driving system.

*  This number is indicative. You can have more than five hypotheses and  
questions related to your uncertainties. Please aim to reveal the most critical ones. 

My whole proposition  
collapses

3I can easily adapt  
my proposition

1

I need to seriously  
modify my proposition

2No impact on  
my proposition

0
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